Our Manhattan Project For Peace
~ The Domino Principle ~ The Founder ~
Version 1.10

Goal ~ Create a system with tools and networks whereby we
could, at will, help a large group of people to think differently . . .
and in doing so . . . create greater peace in our own world, in the
Middle East and throughout the world.
Do you know the history of the Nobel Peace
Prize? Alfred Nobel, the inventor of dynamite
became very wealthy and did not want to be
known for inventing something that was used
greatly in war, in killing people. Mr. Nobel we
very intentional in creating the Nobel Peace
Prize as a way to help create peace around the
world.
Hmmm, what’s larger, more destructive than dynamite? Yes . . . the
atomic bomb. The Manhattan Project was a group of the greatest
scientists of the day, all coming together to create a tipping point for
the atomic bomb.
Imagine . . . do the same thing that Mr. Nobel based on the science of
the atomic bomb. Imagine . . . specific, rather than “Acts of Kindness”
which are great but what about intentional “Acts of Peace” being
intentional that each act quickly becomes larger and larger, just like an
atomic bomb.
Sounds crazy . . . actually it’s not. Actually it’s creating a system for
“Thinking Differently” ~ Quickly ~ and doing so with the masses.
Can you . . . and I . . . create a small even that builds into a larger
event which changes the way we all think?
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There are over seven billion people in the world, seven continents and
seven major areas which are all connected into people through families.
Which of the seven are you connected with?
Imagine . . . if each
one of us were to
do our part in
Thinking Differently
in order to bring
peace to our own
part of the world.
Would that create
something similar to
an atomic reaction
or a domino effect
throughout
the
entire world.
We as individuals
and families are
connected to others
through up to seven
what we call “Points
Of Connection.”
Could . . . bringing
peace to our own part of the world touch others which touch others and continue
a chain reaction until everyone in the world is reached? We are looking to
support individuals, families, groups of people and organizations which help to
bring peace to their own communities and beyond through learning to Think
Differently.
Will you do your part to create a spark, in your own world in which you live? If
you do your part, we as an international community will do our part to help get
your story out . . . to create a chain of events . . . to create peace throughout the
world though thinking differently.
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Let’s take a look at the seven “Points Of Connection” and determine
what we can each do individually to be a “Spark Of Peace” through
Thinking Differently. Check the box you believe you could take some
type of action.
NOTE: Yes . . . we know there are always examples of each of these
different areas which are actually used to bring conflict / wars. As with
anything . . . natural laws, the DNA for LIFE, as with dynamite, people
can use things for good or for bad. How do we help those around us
to Think Differently and do so quickly?

❏

1. NGO’s / Community
NGO’s are “Non Government Organizations and include any type of
non profit / community based organization. What community based
organization(s) are you currently a part of? Where do you see conflict
within the organization and how do you believe by helping everyone,
including ourselves, to think differently, could we help to reduce that
conflict? How can we, within NGO’s / community based organizations
learn to think differently?

❏

2. Sports
What sports do you currently play or participate in? What can we
learn from sports to bring peace to our communities? Think about it ...
in sports there is competition, there is often contact, sometimes
extremecontact, often injury at the hands of an opponent . . . yet after
all is said and done, opposing teams shake at the end of a game.
Are there natural laws, used in sports, we could use in other areas
which would bring peace to our own little part of the world, which
could bring peace to the Middle East, which could bring peace to the
world? How can we in sports learn to think differently?

❏

3. Medical
In the medical world, we seek to identify the physical and mental
health challenge / problems being faced and we seek to discover
solutions. What can we learn from within the medical community
which could be applied to bring peace to the world? How can we in
the medical community learn to think differently?
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❏

4. Government
Governments are established for the people and have brought both
good and bad to the people being served. What can we do in
government to learn to think differently to serve in a more effective
manner and bring peace to those we serve? What can we do to
partner with the other six “Points of Connection” within the areas we
serve to bring greater peace to everyone we are connected with?
What ways of thinking could we change which would help those we
serve to think differently? How can we in government learn to think
differently?

❏

5. Media & The Arts
Media is not only a distribution channel which influences the entire
world but helps to greatly influences the way we all think. The Arts
touch people in a way that none of the other six “Points of Connection”
touch people in the mind, heart and even soul. How do we in the
media and the arts learn to think differently?

❏

6. Education
Education plays such an important role in helping people learn how to
think in certain ways from a very young age. Just like everyone of the
other six “Points of Connection” there are things taught consciously
and subconsciously in education which are both good and bad. How
do we in education learn to think differently?

❏

7. Business
Businesses create the economic engine which fuels the world with
jobs which provide financially, meaning and a way for people to use
their 7 T’s ~ Time ~ Talents ~ Treasure ~ Trust ~ Truth ~ Temple and
Thought to bring being to their lives and the lives of others. Business
benefits greatly from the other 6 “Points of Connection” and brings
benefits to each of the other 6 areas as well. How do we in business
learn to think differently?
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Everyone of the 7+ billion people are affected in how we think by the 7
“Points of Connection.” Each of the 7 “Points of Connections” benefit
from peace and may contribute to peace or contribute to conflict / war.
Why do we study an atomic bomb? We study it to learn of the natural
laws which produce a predictable result. What if . . . we could do the
same thing for the human mind, to the way we all think?
We think . . . it’s worth a try. Are you in?
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_weapon
A nuclear weapon is an explosive device that derives
its destructive force from nuclear reactions, either
fission (fission bomb) or a combination of fission and
fusion (thermonuclear weapon). Both reactions

release large quantities of energy
from relatively small amounts of matter.
A thermonuclear weapon is a second generation nuclear
weapon design using a secondary nuclear fusion stage
consisting of fusion fuel, implosion tamper and sparkplug which
is bombarded by the energy released by the detonation of a
primary fission bomb within, compressing the fuel material
(tritium, deuterium or lithium deuteride) and causing a fusion
reaction. Some advanced designs use fast neutrons produced
by this second stage to ignite a third fast fission or fusion stage.
The fission bomb and fusion fuel are placed near each other in
a special radiation-reflecting container called a radiation case
that is designed to contain x-rays for as long as possible. The
result is greatly increased explosive power when compared to
single-stage fission weapons. The device is colloquially referred to as a hydrogen bomb or, an
H-bomb, because it employs the fusion of isotopes of hydrogen.[1]

At the age of 9 years old Jonathan
discovered the domino principle which he
understood that one good choice could
lead to many other good things happening
and one bad choice could lead to a series
of really bad things happening.
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Now . . . 18 years later . . . there’s discussion about how to help accelerate this and
magnify this greatly to create MASSIVE life changing events, through learning to think in
a very different way and do so quickly. Hmmmm, what are the possibility of when we
succeed in accomplishing this?
Just like in an atomic bomb, the elements, must all respond in a certain way to produce
the results. What’s complicated about human beings is that we don’t all respond in a
certain way . . . or do we? It would seem, on the surface that human beings of different
cultures respond in very different ways . . . but if we . . . take a look . . . from a higher
vantage point, from the BIG Picture, is this really true?
Hmmmmm, maybe not. With Maslow's
hierarchy of needs it would seem that he
discovered something that is true for all
human beings.
My Thoughts . . .
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
Life Masteries Institute and Legacy Partners DNA for PEOPLE or Personality Masteries
seems to have discover how to quickly identify someone’s personality in seconds and
how each of those 4, 16, 64, 256 or 65,536 possible combination of personalities
causes someone to think in a very different way for very different motivations.
What’s interesting about
Personality Masteries is that
what causes one personality
pain will actually cause
another
personality
pleasure. Is it possible to
learn how to create peace
through
the
deep
understanding
of
Personality Masteries and
the science of deeply
understanding
one’s
personality. There is a fun online survey which helps to quickly identify someone’s
personality. Once we understand our own personality it helps us to have peace with
ourselves which is a great first step to have peace with others.
> www.DNAforSuccess.com/30min-strategy
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Imagine . . . taking the best “ways of thinking” from each of the seven
“Points of Connection” and bringing them all together to create a
atomic bomb for changing thinking of sorts.
It’s interesting . . . where often . . . those who are experts in a specific
area of the 7 “Points Of Connection” may judge other points while not
fully realizing that others will judge us as well . . . without fully
understanding the very specific and detailed nuances which are
unique in many ways . . . but similar in others . . . between all 7 points.

❏

1. NGO’s / Community
We are looking for individuals with specific powerful knowledge in this
area. Please email info@lifemastermies.org to express your interest
and your background, experience and what you may be able to share.

❏

2. Sports
We are looking for individuals with specific powerful knowledge in this
area. Please email info@lifemastermies.org to express your interest
and your background, experience and what you may be able to share.

❏

3. Medical
We are looking for individuals with specific powerful knowledge in this
area. Please email info@lifemastermies.org to express your interest
and your background, experience and what you may be able to share.

❏

4. Government
We are looking for individuals with specific powerful knowledge in this
area. Please email info@lifemastermies.org to express your interest
and your background, experience and what you may be able to share.

❏

5. Media & The Arts
We are looking for individuals with specific powerful knowledge in this
area. Please email info@lifemastermies.org to express your interest
and your background, experience and what you may be able to share.
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❏

6. Education
We are looking for individuals with specific powerful knowledge in this
area. Please email info@lifemastermies.org to express your interest
and your background, experience and what you may be able to share.

❏

7. Business
Ray Kroc, the founder of McDonald’s has impacted billions of people
worldwide. This is a great example and opportunity to people to
discuss the different aspects of what he did, the pros and cons, the
ethical decisions he made and the many different nuances of the
movie, the story. If we find ourselves judging Mr. Kroc, find someone
to watch the movie who is in business and may have the ability to
share insight, perspective and a way of thinking that we may not see
on our own. If you are connected strongly to one of the other 6
“Points Of Connection” what movie, from your point of connection
might bring up similar questions and thoughts . . . which may be very
much the same . . . or very different.

If you have watched the movie “The Founder” you are free to read
on. If not . . . please do not read on until you watch it. This is very
important!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UvsVTG8kp3M
Hmmm . . . did you go through this worksheet on The Founder yet?
If not, it would be good to go through this white paper, in detail,
before you move forward.

My Thoughts On The Movie Area . . .
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Imagine . . . having a vision which was so
large, so powerful . . . that we all become
deltas . . . agents of change . . . where we
learn how to use our 7 “Points Of
Connection” to bring a new way of thinking
about conflict to each of these 7 areas.
Do you know where many if not most of the
very wealthy, affluent and influential people
have gained their influence and affluence
from?
If you said they came from within an industry
within a profession then you would be right.
The were like Ray Kroc . . . deep within their
own industry and “they discovered something
that was very different. When Tom Kunz saw
The 5/30 Grid he was like Ray Kroc and
realized what we had when he said . . . “You
have the holy grail to business.”
What if . . . through a “Manhattan Project” so to speak, we were to come together
and figure out how to find the key individual, the key owner, in every industry and
them help them to take the above model, apply it to their own business, fine tune
it and then take it out to everyone within their industry? Hmmmm, that’s
interesting.
If we were to do that . . . do you think of any industry in particular where they
work with a lot of different industries and could be conduits, distribution channels
to making this happen?
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Hmmmm, what comes to mind might be CPA’s, Printers, Bankers, Technology
Providers, Churches ~ Community based organizations and . . . who else?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Hmmm, what did they do at the Manhattan Project which created a tipping point
moment which accelerated the development of the atomic bomb?

If you received this white paper . . . and would like to
be a part of this then connect with the person who
provided this to you . . . OR . . . call 888.230.2300 or
630.393.9909.
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Q&A
Q1. What are the secrets to help an individual to quickly think
differently AND then create a ripple?
Answer
Great question. There is a very powerful white paper titled “Thinking Differently”
which looks at “Thinking Differently” in a very different and innovative way. We
would encourage reading that white paper.
~ http://dnaforlife-laws.com/cool-free-stuff/think
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